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ABSTRACT
MaDViWorld is an object oriented software framework supporting the implementation of fully distributed virtual worlds on the Internet. While the World Wide Web proposes a document paradigm with HTTP servers containing documents consulted by users with the help of browser applications, MaDViWorld supports a much richer paradigm based on room servers hosting spaces populated by full-fledged objects, that avatar applications can activate, move and share transparently.

Within this context, the MaDViWorld project main goal is to provide its users with the appropriate software environment for creating all kinds of new collaborative objects and for sharing them transparently with others. The present paper illustrates this process with several examples from projects recently accomplished at the DIUF (Department of Informatics of the University of Fribourg, Switzerland).
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1. INTRODUCTION
The Software Engineering Group at the DIUF has developed an object oriented distributed framework supporting massively distributed virtual worlds, called MaDViWorld. The general concepts have been introduced in [11] and an insight of the global framework architecture is provided by [12]. The theoretical foundation as well as a complete description of more specific aspects such as the distributed events model, code mobility or security are extensively discussed in [9].

The goal of this paper is to illustrate how MaDViWorld technology can be used on the Internet in order to apply a much richer collaborative paradigm than the classical document one proposed by the World Wide Web (WWW). The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews some of the main virtual world concepts such as subspaces, avatars and objects and further explains the paradigm shift between classical WWW browsing and MaDViWorld usage. Section 3 provides a sample of the objects that can be created within MaDViWorld. Finally, Section 4 wraps up the paper by describing future possible collaborative worlds based on MaDViWorld technology.

2. BASIC VIRTUAL WORLD CONCEPTS
For the further comprehension of this paper, the following four terms need to be briefly explained:

1. Avatars are the virtual representation of the users. Concretely, an avatar is a tool that allows a given user to move through the world, to interact with its inhabitants and objects and that lets the other users know where she is and what she is doing. Among people working on virtual reality and cyberspace interfaces (see [5, 18, 19]), the word Avatar is used to describe the “object” (icon, two or three-dimensional photo, design, picture or animation) representing the user in a shared virtual reality. In other words, an avatar is an instantiation of the user’s body in the computerized medium. In text-based virtual realities, such as MUDs1 and MOOs2 (see [4, 17]), avatars consist of a short description which is displayed to the users whose avatars “look” at them.

1MUD stands for Multi User Dungeon.
2MOO is the acronym for MUD Object-Oriented.
2. In order to distinguish between near and distant elements, it is essential to divide the world into subspaces where the users might or might not enter and in which all interactions take place. Let us call such subspaces **rooms**.

3. Rooms are connected by **doors**, which an avatar can use for moving from one room to another.

4. **Objects** populate the rooms. They are not just simple passive data objects, but full-fledged objects (single or multi user) avatars can execute and share (e.g. games, whiteboards). Furthermore, in a distributed world, objects should be “physically” mobile, i.e. transparently movable from one room on a given server to another room hosted on a different machine. In **MaDViWorld**, mobility is either performed autonomously by the object itself or passively with the help of the avatar transporting it in her **bag**.

The conceptual model, that emerges from these considerations is illustrated below with the help of a simple typical scenario.

**A Typical Scenario**

The starting point is a virtual world composed of two rooms, R1 and R2, hosted on two different machines. Let us comment, step by step, the scenario illustrated by Figure 1.

**Fig. 1:** A typical scenario in **MaDViWorld**

- **Figure 1a):** The virtual world is shared by three avatars: James, Sylvia and Hans, all present in the same room R1. There is a battleship game object in this room.
- **Figure 1b):** Sylvia and Hans both launch the battleship game and start playing it.
- **Figure 1c):** James also launches the battleship game. As it is a two players game, he becomes an observer of the game and can only watch how his two roommates play.
- **Figure 1d):** Sylvia and Hans decide to finish their game in room R2. Sylvia takes the battleship object and puts it in her bag.
- **Figure 1e):** Sylvia and Hans move to the empty room R2. Sylvia puts the game she had in her bag into the room. Then both Hans and Sylvia reactivate the game and go on from the point they stopped before. James is now alone in room R1.
- **Figure 1f):** The game is finished and Sylvia logged off the world. James and Hans are still inhabiting the world, each in a different room.

**Fig. 2:** Hans’ avatar application and battleship object GUI

Although very simple, the preceding story reveals several interesting points:

- **MaDViWorld**’s powerful remote event mechanism plays an important role at two levels in the scenario. On the one hand, thanks to it, the avatars are aware of their environment. James immediately knows that Sylvia and Hans left the room. Hans sees when Sylvia puts the battleship object in room R2 (see Figure 2). On the other hand, the event mechanism is used to update the graphical user interface of the objects. This allows each move to be displayed immediately on each logged avatar’s board, player or observer.

- The battleship object has “physically” been carried from room R1 to room R2 by the avatar Sylvia. Note
that R2 is hosted by another machine than R1 and that the machine hosting R2 had no prior knowledge of this kind of object.

- The state of the game has not been lost during its transfer from R1 to R2.

**Document versus Virtual World Paradigm**

At this stage, it is worth comparing the virtual world paradigm just presented above with the document one usually applied when browsing the web:

- Within the **document paradigm**, documents, often active ones able to react to various user actions, are made available on one or several servers, and client applications (e.g., web browsers) can be used to interact with them. Typically, each user copies the documents onto her local machine and her interactions with them have no direct repercussions on the other connected users. In particular, a user never directly modifies the original document. The underlying metaphor is the one of a huge cross-referenced book where each user browses through the pages totally unaware of other users performing the same task at the same moment. All actions are asynchronous and, thus, there is no need for a central server to coordinate user interactions with the pages of the book or to take care of an event redistribution mechanism. The main advantage of this approach is that it allows a truly distributed architecture with thousands of HTTP servers interconnected all over the world. If a crash occurs, only the pages hosted by the failed or the no longer reachable servers become momentarily unavailable. The whole system is extremely robust and, since the connection of new decentralized servers is always possible, there is no limit to its growth.

- Within the **virtual world paradigm**, multiple users and active objects interact in the same space and therefore have a direct impact on each other. Within such systems, if a user interacts with an object, the other connected users can see her and start a dialog with her. Moreover, it is possible for a user to modify some properties of the world and all the other users present in the same subspace must immediately be made aware of it. It is worth noting that applications of the virtual world paradigm range from simple textual chat to sophisticated 3D virtual worlds (e.g., [1]) used for military simulations.

**Implementation**

At the implementation level, systems based on a distributed virtual world metaphor are clearly the most complex ones. Indeed, the users interact directly with the original objects of the system and the resulting events must be correctly synchronized and forwarded in order to maintain the consistency of the world. To face these issues, to support scalability when the virtual world grows very large and to allow for code mobility when objects are moving, virtual world developers have to choose carefully an appropriate software architecture. It is out of the scope of this paper to review the abundant literature on the subject (see [15, 14]) or to present in details the solution proposed by MaDViWorld. The interested reader is referred to [9] for an in depth presentation of the MaDViWorld software architecture and to [13, 8, 6, 20] for a discussion of other systems. It is however possible to summarize MaDViWorld’s main choices as follows:

- **Room server applications** are set up on networked machines the same way as HTTP servers are for the web. A room server application allows for creating an arbitrary number of rooms with various properties on a given machine and for connecting them with others (including on different room servers) through doors.

- **Active objects** are implemented as **simple Java classes** with the only need of respecting a minimal set of conventions. Furthermore, a user-friendly **setup wizard** application allows for installing newly programmed objects within a given room.

- **Avatars** are simple client applications, which can connect to a given room, see its contents and interact with its objects and other connected avatars. They basically play the same role as classical browsers within the World Wide Web and they do not need to present a sophisticated 3D interface.

**3. MORE ON OBJECTS**

The MaDViWorld framework provides a default implementation both for a simple avatar application (see Figure 2) and for the room server application. These two default applications allow for a given amount of customization from their users (e.g. by defining the rooms’ access rights and security policy, by setting them up with one’s own collection of objects or by connecting them through doors). It would even be possible for an experienced Java programmer to use the carefully designed hooks of the framework in order to extend or even to fully override the default implementation, introducing for example rooms with 2D or 3D representations.

It is, however, not the main goal of the MaDViWorld project to go into this direction. We truly believe that the actual implementation is sufficient in order to design exciting worlds at the important condition of disposing of a rich enough variety of objects to populate them. This is the reason why we concentrated on facilitating as much as possible the process of programming new types of object with the ultimate goal of instigating a rich community of object creators. Furthermore, in order to bootstrap this process, we launched a series of student projects with the only requirement of validating

---

3In the context of virtual worlds, “distributed” means that the architecture must not be limited to a single central server containing the whole virtual world and guaranteeing its consistency with many clients connected to it. It is imperative that distinct clusters of subspaces might be distributed on separate servers for scalability purpose.

4The interested reader is referred to the MaDViWorld’s official web site [10], where she can both download the code and consult a step by step cookbook guide to programming MaDViWorld objects.

5Bachelor or Master level projects realized at the DIUF (see [10]).
the framework by programming new “useful” objects. The next subsections briefly present some of them.

**Resource Sharing Objects**
The objects are executed either on the machine hosting their containing room or on the one where the avatar application is running. This allows for resource sharing. Objects needing a lot of computing power and memory are put in a room hosted by a powerful computer and they are remotely controlled by their thin GUIs launched by avatar clients. A little example illustrating this feature is the fibonacci number calculator. Other ones can easily been imagined, for example from mathematical topics such as fractal calculation, cryptography or linear programming solvers.

**Collaborative Objects**
The *MaDViW*orld framework offers all what is needed in order to build collaborative objects. Indeed, objects can easily be shared by several users and events transparently broadcasted. This allows for the creation of a large variety of objects supporting collaboration among the virtual world users. These objects range from simple shared whiteboards to sophisticated collaborative editors and “chat” utilities. The whiteboard object is an illustrative example from the *MaDViW*orld programming cookbook guide, while prototypes of a simple collaborative editor and of a powerful chat object (see Figure 3) have been realized in two separate projects.

**Multi-player games** are also part of this category of objects. Existing examples of multi-user games are the “battleship” game (see Figure 2), the “tic-tac-toe” game, the “minesweeper” game and even a complex “Metal Panic” game composed of three complementary *inter-communicating objects*: robot factories, customizable fighting robots and fighting arenas.

It would also be possible to imagine objects which would sense their environments and adapt their states in order to anticipate the needs of their users, e.g. a whiteboard which would adapt its size to the number of avatars present in a given room.

**Inter-Communicating Objects**
The remote event mechanism model can also be used in order to make objects communicate with each other. A possible application consists in producing so called “social” objects. For example, one can create a virtual pets community. The avatars owning these pets have to play with them, clean or feed them in order to keep them healthy. If a member of the community dies, the other pets living in the same room are affected by the death of their friend and their “life capital” decreases. The GUI of such an object is illustrated by Figure 5.

**Agent Objects**
The *MaDViW*orld framework also allows for the creation of so-called *mobile software agents* (see [7, 3]). At the software engineering level (design, programming and especially debugging), these objects are some of the most difficult to deal with. Nevertheless, two prototypical agents have successfully been developed with the help of the framework f-in the collaborative objects category if one considers the avatars watching how someone else plays.
The first one is an agent called “Explorer” that draws a sophisticated interactive map of a given virtual world by visiting all its rooms. The second one is an agent called “Matchmaker” that fixes meeting with other agents of the same type on behalf of their respective owners (see Figure 5).

Summary
Our experience within the various projects partially described in the preceding subsections proved that it is rather simple for an average Java programmer using the framework to develop her own objects with the freedom of deciding if her new object will:

- be stateful or stateless, determining if the internal state of the object is carried around when the objects moves or not;
- be single- or multi-user;
- take advantage of the distributed event mechanism in order to “inter-communicate” with other objects or not;
- take advantage of their intrinsic mobility in order to behave as mobile agents or not;
- be rather specific (for example a given game) or very generic (e.g. a chat, a whiteboard or a collaborative editor, which could then be installed by default in every room).

4. CONCLUSION
The current version of MaDViWorld is a fully functional one and has been extensively tested within various student projects. Furthermore, a small set of generic objects are already available. The next step would be to integrate the work already done within a coherent and “interesting” world. Two possible candidates are sketched below: the first one ranges in the area of entertainment and the second one deals with e-learning.

Gameworld
This virtual environment consists of a set of rooms full of active collaborative game objects, ranging from single user arcade games to sophisticated multi-user ones (card games for instance). After having paid a fee, the users are allowed to visit the rooms; to watch other users play; to try out some demo versions of the games; or even to join a game and to exchange their impressions about it. Later, if she is interested, a user can even copy a given game object onto her own machine by getting the right to clone it. A slightly modified version of this world would be to replace the cloneable game objects by active pieces of art that would be unique in the sense that one could only move them around, not copy them.

Eduworld
A more ambitious project is to build up a distributed learning environment on the top of the MaDViWorld framework. While Figure 6 sketches the conceptual model of such a world, its key elements are enumerated below.

- Individual professors’ offices are used in order to receive students for private discussions. We propose to physically decentralize them on the professors’ private machines.
- Assistants’ offices are rooms used by the assistants of a given professor in order to receive individual students for questioning about their on-going homework. The functions of these rooms are close to the former ones and we also propose to decentralize them.
- Conference rooms are associated to a professor’s group and are used by both the professor and his assistants.
in order to have an open discussion with several students at once. They can also serve for more classical *ex cathedra* courses. These rooms can either be decentralized on a machine associated with a given professor’s group or put on a larger department’s server.

- **Exercises rooms** are the most interesting ones, since they contain the *active pedagogical objects* associated with a given course. For instance, programmable drawing robots could be used in order to teach algorithmic concepts. This idea is analogous to the turtle graphics methodology adopted by Logo [16, 2]. Adapted to a virtual world environment such a learning strategy would lead to the following scenario. Each student clones the ‘exercise of the day’ robot and takes it into her virtual office, running on her own physical machine. She then tries to instruct the robot to do a given drawing. Once she is finished, the student puts her programmed robot in another room for correction (the assistants’ office for instance). A reasonable solution is to put these rooms on the same server as the conference ones. They will not overload this machine, since the real work will always take place on the students’ individual machines.

- **Administrative rooms** provide various central services (registration, accreditation, etc.) and would typically run on a larger department (or even university) server.

It is our hope that such worlds will be built in the near future.
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